Abstract The use of a primate's spatial ability of mental rotation to serve as a basis for robotic navigation has been almost entirely overlooked by the robotics community to date. In this paper, the role of this cognitive capacity is presented as an adjunct to existing robotic control systems, with the underlying approach being derived from studies of primate spatial cognition. Specifically, optical flow is used as a basis for transitory representations (snapshots) that are compared to an a priori visual goal to provide corrective course action for a robot when moving through the world. The underlying architecture and procedures are described.
Introduction
The capacity for performing mental rotations has believed to have been observed in multiple species and not solely humans and thus begs the question as to whether it might have value in the context of robotics. The question persists regarding just what evolutionary advantage is afforded by this spatial reasoning system, especially for non-human primates, who do not use map reading. In an ongoing 3-year project for the Office of Naval Research, we are investigating the role of mental rotation in navigation for autonomous robots, not as a replacement for existing methods but rather as a conjunct for certain situations. Using optic flow-derived depth maps as quasi-instantaneous snapshots of the environment, a behavioral robotic architecture is enhanced with this semi-reactive navigational capability based upon primate models of optic flow and mental rotation. To support this work, a vectorial mathematical framework is developed, spanning the sensorimotor and cognitive spatial aspects of this approach. This paper provides the motivation, background, theoretical basis, computational models, and results to date for utilizing primate-inspired mental rotation models as a basis for intelligent robotic navigation.
While considerable scientific study has been devoted to mental rotation from both a psychological and neuroscientific perspective in humans, (e.g., Shepard and Cooper 1982; Yule 2006; Georgopoulos and Pellizzer 1995; Khooshabeh 2000) , primates (e.g., Vauclair et al. 1993; Hopkins et al. 1993; Kohler et al. 2005) , and other mammals (e.g., Mauck and Dehnhardt 1997) , little is actually known about the underlying representations and processes by which it occurs. There are two primary schools of thought regarding representation: one involving propositional assertions (e.g., Pylyshyn 1973; Anderson 1978 ) and other using analog visual reasoning (e.g., Khooshabeh and Hegarty 2010) . Our current research (Fig. 1) focuses on visual representations directly derived from imagery, exploring a multiplicity of representational options, including basis optic flow fields (Roberts et al. 2009 ), standard optic flow ( Fig. 2b) (Gibson 1979; Farneback 2003) , depth maps either acquired directly from a Kinect sensor (Fig. 2c) or generated from the optic flow field, and spatial occupancy grids ( Fig. 2d ) (e.g., Elfes 1989) where each of these different representations is mapped onto the motor control system underlying the navigational control of a mobile robot (Arkin 1989) .
A role for mental rotation in robot navigation
While mental rotation and its role in primate and human navigation have been studied to a degree by the spatial cognition and neuroscientific communities [e.g., (Shepard and Hurwitz 1984; Wexler et al. 1994; Kozhevnikov et al. 2006) ], relatively few studies have considered its role in robot navigation [e.g., (Taylor et al. 2008 Norman and Shallice (1986) have shown that under certain circumstances willed cognitive mechanisms beyond automatic control are important, especially in situations involving troubleshooting, dangerous or difficult actions, or in novel or poorly learned situations. This can provide insight into opportunities to enhance already competent navigational methods. The goal of our research is not necessarily to supplant existing robotic control strategies, but rather augment them with spatial capabilities derived from mental rotation research that facilitate proper action under these types of conditions. This requires two components: (1) recognition that such a situation warrants its use, that is, the inadequacy of existing control methods is recognized through cognizant failure (Gat and Dorais 1994) ; (2) the application of visual representations derived from optic flow that are used in a process analogous to mental rotation, assisting in providing the necessary impetus for correct robot action at the right time. To accomplish the latter, a visual snapshot of a depth map or occupancy grid of a position near the spatial location of the robot's goal is stored a priori. A series of these serve as waypoints for the overall planned path which the robot must satisfy. Based on small incremental translational and rotational motions, local depth maps are created at the robot's present position while it is moving. These are local snapshots of the 3D world structure that the robot currently perceives (Fig. 3) , cast in the same representational framework as the stored visual goal state.
Various correlation methods are being explored [e.g., (Hirschmuller 2001; Lewis 1995; Elfes 1989) ] to determine which might provide the best real-time correlation between local and goal depth maps (or even the direct optic flow representations) to provide intermittent yet frequent motor control updates for the robot (Fig. 4) .
While at first glance there might appear to be a relation to visual servoing or homing techniques used for robot navigation [e.g., (Franz et al. 1998; Moller and Vardy 2006; Sato 2012) ], our approach distinguishes itself from that body of research in its use of a semi-reactive form of navigation that generates primate-inspired cognitive models directly useful in a manner analogous to mental rotation. This is a deliberative process as opposed to a reactive servoing method, where these models provide an intervening abstract representational structure that is injected into the navigational control stream that is not present in traditional visual servoing strategies. Thus, it focuses primarily on certain limited aspects of navigational remediation rather than providing the primary component of the control system.
Another goal of this research is to find a spanning mathematical framework (interlingua) that can unite sensory processing, cognitive spatial manipulation, and motor control. Optical flow, a perceptual process for the derivation of structure from motion (Gibson 1979; Farneback 2003) , has consistently used vectorial representations to represent the flow for a sequence of monocular images, computing depth by correspondence and knowledge of the egomotion of the agent. Vectorial representations are omnipresent in motor control as well, both in biological systems [e.g., (Georgopoulos 1986; Georgopoulos et al. 1986; Bizzi et al. 1991) ] and robotic systems [e.g., (Arkin 1989; Giszter et al. 2000) ]. While hybrid deliberative/ Fig. 3 Control flow from optical flow through spatial mental rotation to motor behavior reactive architectures provide a means for integrating higher level cognitive planning with purely reactive control (Arkin 1998) , a means for integrating mental rotation into the navigational process to date has been neglected in robotics. Casting mental rotation as a motor process (Wexler et al. 1994 ) may yet yield the missing link connecting cognition into the sensorimotor framework for robotics.
Summary
This research directly applies theories of mental rotation from the spatial cognition community to robot navigation with the goal of augmenting existing robotic navigational systems to cope with situations that might otherwise be confounding. Using optical flow as the basis for internal representation, a control regime is described which can potentially generate effective navigational solutions when confronted with novel, dangerous, confusing, or poorly learned situations. This short paper outlines the architectural framework by which such augmentation can be provided based upon the correlation of visual depth maps representing transient positions and a desired goal state. In future work, this ongoing research will report on the efficacy of these various representations and correlation methods as the basis by which such navigational augmentation can be provided.
